Novice Penelope Crude:
Undefiled and Fully Exposed!

The Boston Sisters ‘16 ‘17

I attended my first Boston Sister event in June 2016. I manifested
for over 18 events, including 4 Pride parades, 3 bingos, 2 galas, 1
rugby game, and countless bar ministries. I designed ads for a
few events and created a Penny Bucket to collect donations. I also
drew portraits of 5 Boston Sisters for Sasha Velour’s magazine. By
the time I became a Novice, however, I was planning to move to
Portland and had to pull back from Sistering.

Red Dress, May ‘18

In May 2018, I manifested with fellow Boston Sister transplant
Sister Inda Beginning for the Red Dress Party! I chatted lots with
Novice Sister Telia Truth and Sister Florence of Faith as we explored the gigantic venue and chilled in the foyer. I also helped
with Coat Check and met Sir Cupcake! It was a great introduction
to the Sisters; I saw how connected with the Portland community
we are. I became so excited for the next chapter in my Sistory!

Portland Pride, June ‘18

My first Portland Pride was also my debut of the Novice dress and
bib! My first-ever event with the Boston Sisters was Boston Pride
2016, so this felt like a rebirth. I had a great time talking to Novice
Sister Maryjane as we held the Rainbow banner, relishing in the
joy of our beautiful community and witnessing the power of everyone’s ministry. I had lots of conversations with Sisters and Novices,
including Guard Lance; we wore the same bracelet!

SMYRC, Aug. ‘18

After manifesting at Novice Telia’s place, I had a joyous time with
the staff and kids of SMYRC for pizza and a talent show! I loved
bouncing around and chatting with the teens. I drew with 2 of
the younger kids; we collaborated on “exquisite corpse” drawings
while talking about anime. We named the characters we designed
and one kid presented the drawings to the group! I also showed
everyone my Instagram and drag looks. So much fun!

Grants Party, Sept. ‘18

I created a brochure and graphics for the 2018 Grants Party. Sister
Inda manifested for a photo shoot and, finally, became a cover
model—the fame didn’t go entirely to her head! As I designed the
brochure, I felt so gracious to be a part of an organization that
gives back to the community. At the event, I especially enjoyed
chatting with Robin from the Gay and Lesbian Archives; I love
queer history and learning from our ancestors!

Library Storytime, Oct. ‘18

Reading is fundamental! At Hillsdale Library, Sister Olive, Sister
Donna and I read some cute stories to a group of youngsters and
their families. I read Leo Leoni’s A Color of His Own. As I talked to
the kids about the book, I interpreted the book by saying that all
people change, and that if we feel alone, we can remember that
there are always friends who appreciate our uniqueness. Sadly, I
learned about the Baby Shark song and was never the same again.

Guilty Pleasures. Mar. ‘19
For Sister Sofonda’s Novice Project, I was able to help out by creating
graphics and a poster. I wanted to convey a sexy vibe for an open
mic event. Guilty Pleasures attracted a really awesome group of
people, and I loved chatting with attendees and witnessing their
talents. I read a comic of my own; it was my first time on stage as
a Portland Sister! This event felt really special, and it gave me the
confidence to begin thinking about my own Novice Project.

Armory Gala, May ‘19

Rich People unite! The Armory’s Garden of Good and Evil event
was my first fancy-Portland-people event. I’d seen several plays at
the Armory, including The Color Purple, so I loved relishing in the
Armory’s successes with attendees. It was marvelous watching Sister Dee sell $100 raffle tickets; it made me realize we are there for a
good cause, and these people can afford it, so let’s use our powers! It
was fun relaxing afterwards once we finished our duties.

Trans Pride, June ‘19

What an inspiring event! I’d never been in such a fantastically
queer, trans realm. I really felt the power of the speakers advocating
for a trans utopia; it’s what we all deserve. I loved engaging with
the community as a Sister, together with the Sisters, and I loved
meeting the Raging Grannies, too! Then I noticed a cyber bully
who films people and then harasses them; Sister Grinnan and I
blocked his camera with our gigantic Trans Pride Flag!

PDX Pride, June ‘19

My second Pride Parade with the Portland Sisters! I loved that
we had Sparkle More in our car and that we marched with such
a large group of allies, including one of my coworkers. The blessing that Sister Sharin gave before the event was lovely, and it was
cool to look around and see so many loving faces. Walking parades
makes me feel like a conduit for positive queer energy, and it was
so sweet to give high-fives to our community.

NunCraft! Sept. ‘19

My Novice project, a craft party, raised $190! Not including Sisters,
I counted 45 people total in attendance throughout the 3 hours,

including 8 children! We served food to about 25 people: to families, Q Center regulars, Lyles and the people who protected the
door, and perhaps a few people who may not know how they would
eat lunch. I’m so proud that we had a sober, all-ages space for all
types of people to come together. I especially loved talking to Nirvana, the person in the wheelchair I gave earrings to, who talked
to me about their nervousness of going out to a new place, and
about the strangers who helped them safely get to the event despite accessibility issues on the sidewalks. They had a great time,
and I’m happy we reached people and brought folks together.

Grants Bingo, Sept. 19

I designed a brochure and ads for this celebration! I mainly hung
out at the Free Shit table and suggested people get the early 2000s
porn DVDs. I spent time talking to Angie from the Mary Equi Institute and their friends—Angie was so appreciative of the grant, and
does such awesome work! I’m so happy we can support local nonprofits! Aspirants Lon and Jeffery really brought the Golden Girls
realness and solidified the theme of the night!

Meetings and More

• June 2018 GM • June brunch with Sister Donna and Sharin
• July 2018 GM • July 25 meeting with Sister Olive • August
2018 GM • August photoshoot with Sister Inda • August 31
hangout at Sister Olive’s place • September 2018 GM • November
2018 GM • November Panty Pulldown Meeting • January 27
House Tea • January 31 coffee date with Sister Reva and
Novice Jemma • February 2019 GM • April 2019 GM • April 4
fish dinner with Sister Olive • May 2019 GM • June 2019 GM
• July 2019 GM • July hangout with Sister Olive • July 21
Nuncraft preparation party • August 2019 GM • August
Grants meeting • September 2019 GM • a total of 23 meetings!

An unused design for a Panty Pulldown Party. Even if we didn’t use it, it
was really fun to work on! Perhaps we can use it for an event one day...!

Thank you, Sisters!

Thank you, Sisters, for considering my elevation to become a
Fully Professed Member. I hope to continue using my skills as a
graphic designer and marketing person to help spread the good
word! I love our mission of promulgating universal joy and expiating
guilt. I had lots of guilt growing up, and I use that energy to make
sure others won’t have to feel that way. I love going to events with
the purpose of making people feel seen. I love being a vibrant queer
creature who let’s others be their vibrant queer selves. I want to
listen to and connect with our queer community and share our
stories with the world. — Love, Novice Penelope Crude

